BGT60LTR11AiP radome design cookbook

About this document

Scope and purpose
A radome is a radar sensor enclosure or cover that reduces the signal strength of the detected radar targets. The objective of this cookbook is to show how to minimize loss through the radome to ensure good performance of the radar system. It will show how to simplify the radome design process for the BGT60LTR11AiP sensor. For further information, read Infineon’s white paper on radome design (1).
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1 Material considerations

- **Use:** Plastics such as Teflon, Plexiglas, polycarbonate or ABS.

- **Avoid:** Metals – especially solid metals, but even thin foils like aluminum foil will hinder radar operation. Some paint colors contain tiny metal particles, which greatly reduce radar signal strength.

- **Avoid:** Dielectrics that are not listed above. For example, some dielectrics are lossy and absorb radar radiation. A list of materials and their losses at a frequency of 60 GHz can be found in Table 2 of the white paper (1). For example, even a thin layer of water on the surface will drastically attenuate radar signals. Other examples of materials to avoid are dielectrics with high electrical permittivity (e.g. ceramic zirconia), which reflect most of the radar radiation instead of letting it pass through.
2 Mechanical considerations

- The distance between the BGT60LTR11AiP and the radome should be $\lambda/2$ (≈ 2.5 mm for 60 GHz radar) or multiples of that; see Figure 1a – for lower distances, refer to the white paper (1).

- Field of view (FoV): Try to simplify the requirements. For example in Figure 1b, a simple tilting of the sensor toward the floor shapes the FoV so that a ceiling fan is no longer detected. For more details on how to shape the FoV, for example with lenses, refer to the white paper (1).

- Vibrations: Mount the whole radar system rigidly so there are no vibrations. Avoid vibrations between the radome and the radar antennas at all costs!

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

**Figure 1** Spacing between BGT60LTR11AiP and cover (a), and tilting a sensor to avoid detection of unwanted targets (b)
3 Electrical considerations

- For the antennas in the BGT60LTR11AiP to function as designed, the sensor needs a strong connection to a grounded copper plane. The PCB with the grounded copper plane should extend at least $\lambda$ ($\lambda \approx 5$ mm for 60 GHz radar) in all directions around the BGT60LTR11AiP. Place as few components as possible in this area, e.g. the buffer capacitors for the supply of the radar sensor. These components should have heights that are smaller than the package height of the BGT60LTR11AiP ($\approx 0.6$ mm), as shown in Figure 2a and b.

- In general, try to place all tall components on the back side of the PCB so they cannot interfere with the radar radiation (Figure 2b).

- With a metallic casing, the cover must be replaced with plastic at the position of the sensor. The distance to the plastic must be 2.5 mm and the plastic must extend at least $\lambda$ ($\lambda \approx 5$ mm for 60 GHz radar) around the sensor in all directions, as shown in Figure 2c and d.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
The information contained in this application note is given as a hint for the implementation of the product only and shall in no event be regarded as a description or warranty of a certain functionality, condition or quality of the product. Before implementation of the product, the recipient of this application note must verify any function and other technical information given herein in the real application. Infineon Technologies hereby disclaims any and all warranties and liabilities of any kind (including without limitation warranties of non-infringement of intellectual property rights of any third party) with respect to any and all information given in this application note.

The data contained in this document is exclusively intended for technically trained staff. It is the responsibility of customer's technical departments to evaluate the suitability of the product for the intended application and the completeness of the product information given in this document with respect to such application.

For further information on the product, technology, delivery terms and conditions and prices please contact your nearest Infineon Technologies office (www.infineon.com).

WARNINGS
Due to technical requirements products may contain dangerous substances. For information on the types in question please contact your nearest Infineon Technologies office.

Except as otherwise explicitly approved by Infineon Technologies in a written document signed by authorized representatives of Infineon Technologies, Infineon Technologies' products may not be used in any applications where a failure of the product or any consequences of the use thereof can reasonably be expected to result in personal injury.